Infering Goals (Csibra, 2003)
- observe
- what happens when blocks moved?

- Incompatible Old Action

- Compatible New Action; infer that

Other Relevant Developments
- Listener's Inferences in Absence (Ramachandran & Hohwy, 2007)
  - Child plays with Gp1 and Gp2 with 2 new toys. Gp2 leaves and Gp1 brings out a new toy. Gp2 returns, looks at toy and vaguely says "Oh! Give me that one!"
  - 18-month-olds give new toy. (12-month-olds show same tendency)

- Not looking (Malla & Tomasello, 2007)
  - Understand that joint attention to something increases knowledge

- Unwilling vs Unable
  - Experiementer acts either unable (but trying) or unwilling to share toy
  - Infants and older show patience when unable but trying, and impatience towards experimenter when unwilling